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"FOR GOD AND COUNTRY"
By Lsel Olcott
The tires made a soft whirring sound as they rolled over the 
highway. The load was packed just right, and it pushed the truck 
down the hills. The sun was bright and hot. That morning early 
I had seen my breath; the frost had lain in the furrows of the 
plowed fields. But now it was warm. I rolled down the window to 
let the coolness of the air whip my face.
It was a good autumn. The fields were golden on either side 
of the road. The trees had lost most of their leaves, but the 
colors were still on the ground. Along the foothills the bushes 
flamed out their vividness. The earth was black where the fall 
plowing had already been done. Every so often the sun would catch 
the gold and green and crimson of the back of a Chinese pheasant. 
Hunting would be good this fall. "Got to get that dog of mine in. 
shape," I thought. Dad and I would have some good times. Soon 
the bright crisp mornings, hunting for pheasants, and later, the 
cold gray days, for ducks.
The soldier beside me stirred. He had been sleeping with his head 
turned at a (*ueer angle for the last twenty miles. When I had 
picked him up just out of Columbus, ho had asked if I minded if he 
caught a few winks. I had said, "Of course not." The man was a 
private. He was about medium height and of average weight. I 
judged him to bo about thirty years old. His face was blunt, with 
a broad nose and heavy jaws. His thin hair was a dirty straw 
color. The skin on his face was a deep tan except along the hair­
line. Here the new short haircut loft e lino of division between 
the dark tan of his neck and the naked whiteness of his scalp. As 
he dozed in the seat beside m e , his mouth relaxed and dropped open 
a trifle— just enough to show his tan, stained t^oth. His was a 
common face, no distinguishing lines or marks of character— it was 
merely a face.
A3 the truck took the bridge, the man stirred and sat up.
"Have a little sleep?" I said.
"Yep, a little," he answored.
"Where you going?"
"Home. I ’ve been in Camp Douglas, Salt Lake. Got a furlough. 
I live out of Hamilton a ways. You say you’re going to Missoula?"
I nodded.
He said he had sure been lucky in catching rides this time.
Got one all the way from Salt Lake to Cheyenne and another from 
there to Billings.
We passed a girl in slacks. She was walking along the side 
of the roa-d• Her hips were broad and big. She waved as we went
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"Not bad, heh?"by. The fellow beside me whistled.
"I see lots of that along the road," I answered. "It’s hell I 
can't pick up a little of it."
"God, you sure can get all you want in the amry," he said, 
"women hanging around all over, just asking to be picked up. Iretty 
good looking ones, too. The kind that look all right in a bar, and 
after you buy them a couple of drinks will want to go to bed with 
you." he smiled at the recollection. "What times we had."
"So the picking's pretty good?"
"It's damn good," he answered. "Never spent a lonely weekend
yet."
"How long have you been in?" I asked.
"Too damn long. But my year is up in January. Then you can- 
bet I'm coming home."
We drovo along in silence. The day was getting hot. He rolled 
down his window. The fields on either side were shimmering and cuiet. 
We stopped in Three Forks for lunch. I parked the truck on a side 
street and wo got out, stretching out cramped limbs. I asked him if 
he had any money.*. He said he had enough. I offered to lend him some 
but he shook his head. I had never eaten in Three Forks before. I 
don't usually drive the truck; R~y was east and there was no one 
around during canning season. So the office help took turns when 
an emergency came up.
We walked down the street end turned in at the cleanest looking 
cafe. The screen—door slammed behind us and bumped open and shut c. 
couple of times. We sat down at the counter. I ordered a steak.
The soldier studied the menu -nd then ordered the 35# Special--hot 
beef sandwich with mashed potatoes, a s soon as it came, he.put it 
away right now. After I was through he said, "Why don't you get 
some doughnuts for your coffee?" I opened my mouth to say I was 
full, but in a moment I knew what he meant. I ordered four dough­
nuts. He ate them all.
When we opened the screen door, the flies buzzed madly around 
our heads. I went into a beer parlor and bought a package of 
cigarettes. The soldier looked grateful when I offered him one.
The smoke curled around our heads as we climbed into the truck.
That afternoon he slept for a while again. It was good to 
drive along quietly. The only sound was tho whirring of the tires 
and muffled roar of the engine. There was not much traffic and the 
hot autumn sun was soothing. It is hard to keap Trour mind on 
driving when the sunshine is so drowsy.
"That is the color of my wife’s heir."
I was startled. I had not realized that my passenger was awake.
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Ho was looking off into the field where the shocks of wheat were 
standing and the stubble was still a shining pale sroldon color.
It looked like metal spikes standing side by side in the brown earth.
"Does your wife live out of Hamilton?” I asked.
"Yep. That’s who I am going to see. Oh, she lives with my 
folks, but she’s the one I want to see. Wouldn’t come all this 
way to see Pa and Kama.”
"How come you wore drafted so quick? I didn’t think they 
took married men."
’’Volunteered,” was the answer, ”— just decided I needed a change. 
And after my year is up, I will be all through with the army.”
’’What do you plan to do then?”
"Guess I ’ll come back home and start farming my own land again. 
We’ve always lived with the folks, but I have my own land.” His 
voice was e^ger now with the thought of his home. He told me all 
cbout "the place”. Every improvement, every crop, and every hope.
And then about Ellie, his wife. She was beautiful, and kind, and 
good. Too good for him, he declared* She held him down, when he 
wanted to over-step a bit. She made him think of their little girl 
every time ho started out for town. And work--that women would work 
sixteen hours a day for him. Yes, there was no one like Ellie, She 
got along good with his folks, too. The soldier’s eyes lightened and 
his tongue was light with the thought of his love for her. I almost 
asked him what about those girl friends at ermp, but somehow I knew 
enough not to. He must have assumed I understood 'bout them for he 
never mentioned them again. And I guess I did understand a little.
The whole afternoon was spent in telling me about his mr rrL ge. The 
honeymoon to Glacier Perk, the night the little #irl was born, and 
how upset Ellie had been when he h:d volunteered for the draft.
"Funny how I thought I had to get away,” he said; "Peemed 
like I just had to go. But, boy, when my year’s over, I sure am 
coming home quick."
The nearer Missoula we came, the more excited he got. He 
could not sit still. He kept looking out of his window, then peering 
through my arms to look out of mine. Every landmark and familiar 
sight excited him. He remarked on each new sign along the road and 
could not get over the way the Highway Commission was filling in the 
marshy place outside Missoula to straighten the road.
When I left him at the post office that evening, I gave him 
two dollars. "Mail it to me," I yelled out the window to him as I 
drove off.
I did not see him again for nine months. War was declared in 
December and all the reserve officers were called into active duty.
I was sent immediately to Fort Lewis. My job was still a desk job,
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though. I did a good deal of traveling between posts, but I rarely 
came in contact with the men. I worked hard. I never seemed to get 
into a post at a decent hour, and then would have to leave right 
after my business had been taken care of. I would pick up a cup of 
coffee wherever I could, then back on the train. I seemed to live 
on trains and in dirty depots.
I was sent to Fort Douglas in March. I got in about noon and 
went straight to headquarters. My conference lasted until eleven 
that night. When 1 got out into the night air, I felt wonderful. I 
still had two hours before my train left. I started to walk to the 
station. The night was soft with fog. My heels clicked hollowly 
as I walked along * After reaching the station, there was still time 
to got a cup of coffee. I turned into a corner cafe and sat down at 
the counter*. I ordered my coffee and sat back. Suddenly, I was so 
tired that I could hardly light my cigarette. It was as if every 
bit of my strength were dissolving into the flame of the match. All 
my energy drained from me.
Then, in the mirror above the back of the counter, I saw the 
soldier come in. He was pretty drunk. He rtill had the private’s 
s t r i p e H a n g i n g  on to his arm was a girl. She could not have been 
more than seventeen or eighteen. She was drunk, too. They kept 
laughing and giggling as they tried several times unsuccessfully to 
climb on the stools at the far end of the counter. They finally 
ordered coffee. She would put her face close to his as if to kiss 
him, and then, when ho leaned forward a bit, she would pull away, 
throwing her head back to laugh. He would catch her head with his 
arm and pull it toward him, while she ducked and squirmed.
After their coffee was set in front of them, they quieted down. 
He had his hand on her thigh where her skirt was twisted tight.
Every so often she would grab his arm and press it into her breast, 
laughing up at him.
I made no motion to catch his attention. I was too tired to put 
forth the effort of passing off his embarrassment. He probably would 
not have recognized me -nywuy. After a while, they got up c*nd went 
but. I could see thorn passing the steamy window. They were walking 
along the curb, playfully pushing each other off. They were out of 
my sight in a moment.
I saw the soldier once again. I had been sent to San Francisco 
suddenly to give some instructions and details to the outfit that was 
embarking. The job was a hurry-up affair and I had been flown down 
in an army plane. The troops wore already arriving at the dock when 
I got there. The green ^rmy trucks were flowing through tho ge.tewr y 
and backing up in lines to discharge men ready to go overseas. I 
found my man immediately and disposed of.my mission. He rnd his 
officers were crammed into one of the trucks. It h'd started to 
rain and the drops plunked down on the canvas t-nrp covering the 
truck. As I stepped down from the truck, I saw that it was really 
raining— raining hard. The cobblestones glistened under the «trcet 
light. The dock was jammed with men. The smell of wet wool was
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nauseating. No one was shouting or calling; they were huddled in 
little groups talking low or just standing together. Every now and 
thon a match would flare up and outline the frees that were bent to 
it. To one side the ship hulk loomed up. There was not a light on 
it. The water between it and the dock slapped at the posts as the 
waves moved the ship gently. The lights of the trucks as they kept 
driving in showed the raindrops falling at a slight angle; then the 
lights would snap off.
I walked slowly. Then I stopped, with my hands shoved into 
my pockets, to look around. A man tapped me on the arm.
"Hello, there, remember me, sir?"
I looked around. It was the soldier.
"Going across, too?" he asked.
"Not this time. Just came down on special detail,” I answered.
"Hell of a night to be going any place, if you ask me."
I laughed a little. "Maybe it will be more to your liking 
when you come back."
"Jeez, couldn’t be any worse, anyway."
We smoked in silence. "Say," he said, "don’t I owe you two bucks*.
"Forget it.”
"Forget it, hell— it got me home that time."
"Well," I said, "I don’t need it now. Send it to me sometime.
I ’ll probably need it when you get around to sending it.”
I put out my hand. "Good luck to you."
"Thanks. Same to you." He started off, then turned back. "If
you happen to get to Hamilton, any time, you night----," he broke
off the sentence uncertainly. "But, I don’t suppose you will. So 
long." He drifted over to the dark line that was moving into the 
black ship.
* * * * * * *
I think I have been made of dreams 
Dreamt under a laden sky 
While thunder walked the storm clouds 
And wild geese clangored by.
It never storms but the demon 
That beats at the heart of me 
Starts down mountain rivers 
And heads for the turbulent sea.
Helen McDonald
SMALL TOWN SWaN SONG
Anonymous
That old bugaboo, Sentiment, prompted this article. I'm a 
small town boy. I like small town living, be it good or bad. I 
suppose it is only natural that Sentiment, and not the love of cold 
facts, should guide me in writing about a phase of American life so 
vital to the country’s well being. Facts confuse me; hem me in.
When I think of small towns I don’t think of basic economic units—  
row on row across the face of the nation. No, I think of family life, 
of lazy days, of early attempts at business enterprise, of rah-rahing 
through high school, of good fishing, equally good hunting, and ski­
ing seven days a week-three months out of the year. I don’t visual­
ize the small towns’ set little social patterns and political pork 
pies; instead 1 see a good way of life--entirely human— disgustingly 
earthy.
When I think of small towns I do so by a series of over-the- 
shoulder glances, as one who looks back on something he is loathe to 
leave. So the title of this piece is misleading. This isn’t the 
small town’s sw&n song. They aren't finished, far from it. They 
have a good future ahead of them. Rather it’s my last wailing whoop 
as I quit a period of life in which a small town has played a whale 
of a role.
Mine is a western town and therefore does not strictly conform 
to the pattern of those of the midwest, which have taken such a kick­
ing from Masters and Lewis. It has been affected by the speed-up of 
modern living, but changes have been retarded. Montana isn’t Iowa. 
Historically, the Montana small town is of a later vintage than its 
midwestern counterpart--but it has the same basic foundation.
tyy town has a history. All small towns have. Towns are founded 
in dreams, built with life and death. The history of my town is 
vital and personal. It is inter-woven with lives of petty men and 
petty dreams. Speed through any small town in the country. (The 
main highways of the nation are the small town’s main streets.)
Speed through— stirring only the dust in the gutters. That’s the 
way it should be. Never stop to try to l o a m  a small town’s story.
Life and death are personal matters* Leave them be. Never thumb 
through the dusty files of a country paper to learn the story. The 
quaint type dress and profusion of names will serve only to confuse you
The small town’s history is a day by day history. It has a 
strange pattern. It vibrates— but, oh, so softly. I can’t think of 
any time I got such a bang out of living as I did those summer months 
working for the local weekly. Like something out of Vdlliam Allen 
White's "Editor and His People," or Edna Ferber’s "Peculiar Treasure.” 
Six days a week I would sit in the front office or run from Louie's 
Service Station to the Milwaukee depot— and listen to history vibrate.
They were a part of it; the stereotypes, the Babbits, the Mini­
ver Cheevys, and the rest. Every town, I suppose, has them. Sinclair
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Lewis would treat them with a flair of literary surgery. He has.
He owes a lot to his petty little characters. Petty people. Petty 
histories. Living and dying in a morass of mediocrity. That’s 
what the enlightened person notices about the small town type of 
living: that quality of being mediocre. It has been made into an
underlying theme for many writings on the American small town. And 
correctly so. Small town living does encourage the appreciation of 
the prosaic, small town living does foster a sharp dislike for any­
thing beyond the pale of the commonplace. But don’t be harsh.
Treat your country cousin with compassion. There is a noted photo­
grapher, who one time said: "Who is the judge of a good picture?
You either like it--or you don’t like it.” The commonplace has a 
charm unique in itself.
Art and literature in the small towns have been under fire for 
a long time. To dwell too long- on this phase is to split hairs. It 
is the same old argument: Who can be judge?
It is in the field of education where the small town really 
shine3 » Small towns have a high regard for education. The towns­
folk are a little vague about what they mean by education, but they 
are for it, nevertheless* The school system becomes a focal point 
of the town; the chief item in its favor is its loose construction. 
Don’t get me wrong. I didn’t say hap-hazard; I said "loose.” There 
is a flexibility of thought that comes with smaller classes and less 
conformity to a strict pattern of study. Specialization is at a 
minimum— and specialized training can be a handicap.
Religious behaviour in the small town is many-sided. Christian­
ity is practiced, be it damnation or blessing. The contrast between 
the formal religion of cities and of small towns is much like the 
Catholicity of Rome and the Catholicity of Ireland in about the year 
600. a s you know, Ireland’s religion had remained fairly static 
from the time of Patrick, while the Roman church, subjected to pres­
sure of pagan thought from the invading hordes, had shrugged off 
strict dogma and had accepted and modified pagan practices. Whatever 
the denomination the effect has been much the same today. City 
churches have speeded up. The raw, honest religion of the frontier 
has been pushed back. Churches find they have other competitors for 
the layman’s interest., They are doing their darndest to keep abreast 
the rush of times. 1
Small town religion is of a harsher cut. A group of young people 
of my acquaintance were one time threatened with excommunication if 
they attended one of the large dances during a church reason. This 
ecclesiastical device has gone the way of all outmoded institutions, 
but the fact that the pastor considered excommunication showed the 
train of his thought. And it did have a marked effect— the young 
people didn’t attend the dance. Religion fits snugly into the small 
town social pattern.
It is when you consider the small town in the light of its con­
nections with democracy that you crow the mightiest, and make the 
strongest statements. For the small town is the last frontier of
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democracy— a vanishing frontier, perhaps, but still the last strong­
hold of unregimented thought, or unhampered action.
The small town system controls may be hard and unrelenting, but 
they can be neatly sidestepped. It is in the small town that you 
find the last of the Jeffersonian "common men." For Mr. Jefferson, 
tempering J. J. Rousseau’s teaching with a touch of personal exper­
ience and downright snobbery, defined an ideal sort of chap. Down 
the years Jefferson’s man has taken a bruising, and will, in the 
long run, I expect, lose out. What is left of him is situated in 
some American small town. Call him Babbit, i f .you like. Call him 
anything. Take him to pieces and give him Lewis’ stereotype test.
He won’t mind. He’ll continue to get up every morning, go to work, 
come home in the evening to sit on his front porch, weather permit­
ting. He * s the last of his kind.
What lies ahead for the American small town is an uncertainty, 
lerhaps the era of small town America is gone. There are those who 
contend the self-sufficient economic unit I visualize has been re­
placed by some sort of a suburban sat 'elite;. They hold that trans­
portation and the development of common markets have cut the small 
town’s self-sufficiency to ribbons. They say the small town is dead.
There is another, more optimistic, school. It holds that the 
small town is coming into its own. As the ora of Big Money draws 
to a close, people, young people, turn rove and more to the small 
town, whose rural background offers a security and a way of life not 
to be found in urban America.
At least that was the trend before war preparations and war it­
self stepped in to take a hand. The future is uncertain. The war' 
has fogged things up. Uncertainty itself is alone certain.^ I, for 
one, withstanding the "effects of vigorous action at some disputed 
outpost" in some contosted sector, am going back.
***** **
COURAGE
I wrote a letter to my love 
Of stars and trees and skies.
I mentioned all his charming ways 
And even praised his eyes.
I told of all the little things 
That set my heart to beating—
Each wave of grass; each nod of tree; 
Each swallow’s piping greeting.
I said that "Yes," my heart was true—  
ky love would never fail.
The letter on my dresser lies—





"We are not trying to fool the people, but we can't do much for 
citizens who insist on fooling themselves."
When Elmer Davis made that statement, he was speaking for the 
Office of War Information, to rumor-mongers who at that time were 
spreading sensational stories of military disasters unreported to 
the public.
He could have been replying, in the name of the newspapers of 
this country, to those suspicious and fearful people who were so 
impressed ir. pre-war years with the power of propaganda that they 
see a capitalistic plot in every communique, and willful deceit in 
every headline. He could, in particular, have been replying to 
Victor ^.rchor, who charged in the last issue of "Mountaineer" that 
war news is 80% off.
This charge is made frequently, in all sincerity, by people 
who do not understand the v/orking conditions and problems of news­
paper publishing. They do not understand, specifically: govern­
ment restrictions on publication of news in wartime; the sources 
from which news is obtained; the limitations imposed upon editing 
and headline-writing by mechanical and human factors; the distinct­
ion between news and editorials; and the impossibility of making 
generalizations about any business whose single members show as 
much variety and individuality as the newspapers that make up the . 
press show.
Archer is probably sincere; but how come is he such an author­
ity on news, when he so seldom reads beyond the headlines? q,uote: 
"Contrary to my usual wont (I had a little extra time) I read on," 
meaning he read on past the headline. And how come the man-in-the- 
street, who wouldn't think of trying to tell a doctor how to cure 
a disease nor a scientist how to mix a chemical formula, doesn't 
hesitate to instruct a newspaperman in the right way to run his 
paper?
Censorship of news publication in this country is still vol­
untary, up to this point: newspaper publishers are free to print
anything~if they are willing to pay the penalty after publication. 
The penalty for giving aid and comfort to the enemy is pretty stiff 
in wartime; it ranges up to a prison sentence of ten years plus a 
heavy fine. The interpretation of "giving aid and comfort to the 
enemy" is broad enough that publishers are quite careful about 
printing news the government doesn't want printed.
This does not mean that freedom of the press has been 'des­
troyed.
a s the magazine "Editor and Publisher" says, "There are in all 
nations journalists who love truth for its own sake, who will write
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it at any risk, and who will find ways to get it past any censor­
ship/*
The most skeptical— and that means Archer--can not doubt that 
there are such men in the United States) who would manage to get 
the news to the public if they felt that the government was unjusti­
fiably withholding a story important enough to warrant the paying 
of the penalty the publisher would face*
Censorship of news at the source is another matter altogether.
It is the most serious obstacle to getting all the news to the 
people, and it is one which the newspapers are powerless to combat.
The reporter of today, unlike the heroes < of romantic fiction, does 
not wander freely around the battle fronts. He gets his news from 
government officials and communiques. Eis actions while in combat 
zones are rigidly restricted. Communications facilities are con­
trolled by the government•
The reporter can send out only the news released by the author­
ities, usually military, who see things in the light of military 
advantage rather than that of civilian desire to know all. Most 
of our news comes from the headquarters of our Allies, for the 
obvious reason that nows from enemy sources is not available directly.
If Archer had read past the headlines, he would have noticed 
that news is credited to its sources. The comparative reliability 
of the various news sources is fairly well known. The reader is 
expected to judge for himself the accuracy of news emanating from 
these sources. Any other course of action on the part of the news­
papers would be "coloring” of the news, the very thing to which 
Archer so strenuously objects.
After the news is gathered, it is edited and headed. Enter the 
human element. The selection of the stories to be featured depends 
on the individual judgment of the editor. Maybe his views on news 
values do not correspond with those of John Doe or Victor ^rcher.
Maybe John Doe is right; but it is more likely that the editor, who 
has had the benefit of experience and training, has picked the most 
significant story.
The headlines that go with these stories must be written to 
fit a definite count, and type cannot be compressed nor stretched.
The man in the street who criticizes a headline because it does not 
stress exactly what he considers the important angle of the story, 
should have the experience, just once, of sitting at a copy-desk.
After struggling to write a coherent, logical head that will meet 
the space' recuiroments, he would realize that, th^ harassed head- 
writer is not a fifth-columnist with evil designs, but lust a man 
trying to do a job. The intelligent reader knows that a headline 
is just a label, and is not intended to take the place of the etory 
itself.
One of the most violently-argued points in Mr. Archer’s article, 
that dealing with the newspapers’ treatment of the oil situation, 
labor, and Gandhi, shows a complete disregard for the difference 
between news and editorial comment. Editors have opinions on con-
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troversial subjects, and the right to express these opinions, 
even as you and I. If they consciously allow these opinions to 
influence their presentation of the news, they are undeniably out- 
of-bounds. But Mr. Archer does not claim that their nows columns 
were biased. He merely claimed that the newspapers were "playing 
us false" by their attitude towards these problems, which evidently 
differed from his own.
If the press is, for sinister reasons of its own, distorting 
the news, the government is working hand in glove with it. The OWI 
and the Office of Censorship, the two agencies concerned, get along 
very well, on the whole, with the newspapers, and mutual cooperation 
is the order of the day. Most of the criticism that has been ex­
changed between the two sides of the fence has come from newspaper­
men, who have worked from the first for a relaxation of censorship 
restrictions. .The Owl on November 30 advised the public to refuse 
to believe or repeat sensational stories if they have not been 
verified and carried by press or radio.
Archer implied that iClrner Davis, Byron Price and military 
authorities have no share in the responsibility for the "deplorable 
reporting" of the war > In almost every instance which he cites as 
an example of inaccurate and incomplete reporting, the facts were 
withheld at the request of the government.
"On the morning of December 7, 1941, Japanese aircraft tempor­
arily disabled every battleship and most of the air-craft in the
Hawaiian area..." ---thus, one year later, on the anniversary of
that Sunday morning attack, the Navy Department released the long- 
awaited story of United States’ losses suffered during the Pearl 
Harbor raid.
This release, according to Archer’s ideas, should have been 
carried in all newspapers in the United States the next morning.
That the whole story on the Pearl Harbor attack would have been 
news with a capital "N" goes without challenge. Think of the at­
tention it merited in the nation’s news columns a full year after 
its occurence’ What a spread it could have been given on the morn­
ing of December 8, 1941! Or better yet, even three weeks later—  
which would have given naval authorities ample time to amass the 
mountainous total of both human and mechanical casualties. Any 
editor in the United States would have cheerfully traded his news­
print priority for the next ten years for a "break” on the story.
And make no mistake— he would not have waited one vital second of 
needed composition time to consider whether his reading public 
wanted a sugar coat on the news or whether his publication had a 
distorted sense of its importance in our social system, or whether^ 
his paper was free or the tool of a dominating political or economic 
interest I
But, from the.safe vantage of looking back upon developments of 
the war during the past year, it may be assumed safely that every 
intelligent citizen in the United States can now recognize the dis­
astrous effect publication of that story would have had if printed 
before our Navy had a chance to build up our defenses to where they
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might be termed by Secretary of Navy Knox as "... more than ade­
quate.” That the Japs themselves had no conception of the terrible 
effectiveness of their aerial blow is clearly evidenced in early 
Japanese communiques which claimed the destruction of only two 
battleships, damage to four others and to four•cruisers. Whereas 
the Jap claimed destruction of only 100 planes, he actually sot 177. 
No, it is patent that Admiral Yarashita had no inkling of what must 
have later caused him many an hour of self-depreciation: that if
he had followed up the attack of his 1C5 planes with his fleet, he 
could have seized Hawaii. And with Hawaii in his clutches, the Jap 
would' have been close to winning the war in its first weak.
iiS the year-late Navy report indicated, opportunity had paid 
its one visit. But, even from the relatively optimistic outlook 
of today, to imagine the consequences of nation-wide publication of 
the story should make even Archer shudder.
Archer also disapproves of newspaper treatment of the campaign 
in the Philippine Islands. He says that army and government of­
ficials informed reporters in December that MacArthur didn’t have 
a chance, that he couldn’t possibly be reinforced. He criticizes 
the newspapers for Mlauding the Philippine army as diverting the 
main Japanese strength.” Events have proved since that the last- 
ditch stand of our Philippine army was of immeasurable value as a 
delaying action, and that this was the purpose of the defense.
The ’’army and government officials” Mr * Archer quotes must be 
highly unofficial sources, of the type that OWI warns us against, 
because they were releasing information of definite military value 
to the enemy, and working at direct cross-purposes with our War 
Department•
a s to last winter’s African campaign, any newspaperman will 
flatly deny Archer’s claim that the papers distorted the relative 
importance of British and German gains. He doesn’t mention which 
papers he reads, but none of the major newspapers attempted to 
minimize the disastrous implications of Rommel’s advance.
Incidentally, in the current African campaign, in which American 
troops invaded Africa, many correspondents, on both sides of the 
Atlantic, possessed enough information to hazard a pretty accurate 
guess as to what was going to happen. But there guesses, which would 
have made sensational ’’scoops” , were not made public , and the secrecy 
which contributed so much to the success of the surprise landing was 
preserved.
Archer says he was shocked at the difference between his idea 
of the advances made by the Russians last winter, and their actual 
advances as shown on the map. Russia is a big country, and the 
battle for it, which is being fought street by street and village by 
village, is a complex affair. A newspaper is not, and does not claim 
to be, a complete education in itself. It furnishes the facts, which 
the reader uses, according to his degree of intelligence, to get a 
more or less accurate picture of what’s going on.
If Mr• Archer had supplemented his newspaper reading with a little
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map work, he would have found that the newspapers were telling the 
truth, and that he just hadn’t interpreted it accurately. Dewitt 
KacKenzie, the military analyst whose column is published in the 
Missoula Sentinel, and many other columnists, pointed out repeatedly 
at the time that the gains made by the Russians, although strategi­
cally important, were small in comparison v/ith the total distance 
that the Germans had to be driven back.
No one in the newspaper business would attempt to deny that 
Mr. Archer has some grounds on which to base his criticism of "news­
paper cheerleading." Spokesmen within the profession itself are 
aware of a tendency to play up good news, and frequently warn their 
colleagues of this failing. The most serious charge that can be 
brought against the newspaper in this respect is that editors, who 
are after all human, have the very human failing of preferring good 
news to bad news. This sometimes has resulted in over-optimism in 
headlines.
In reply to Mr. Archerf s statement that war news is 80$ off, 
these flat statements can be made:
1. The newspapers are not suppressing news, except as they are 
requested to do so by the governmnet.
2. They are printing all the nevs it is possible to print, 
within the limit of human frailties.
3. If the reader will read his paper thoroughly and with in­
telligence, he will get a clear picture of the news.
The thorough de-bunking of the propaganda of the last war, and 
its potentialities as demonstrated in the dictator countries, have 
made some of our people so propaganda-conscious that they have lost 
all sense of proportion. The government of our country or any country 
clearly has the ability to suppress or distort much of the war news, 
but very few citizens honestly believe that it would do so. The dis­
trustful will, as a matter of principle, discredit all nows released 
by our government and the newspapers. They will spread vague stories 
of vital news that is being suppressed, and thus they will play dir­
ectly into the hands of the enemy.
Those who have faith in our government will realize that some 
news is being withheld because of its value to the enemy, but that 
eventually all important news will be released by the government and 
printed by the newspapers. They will realize that the newspapers in 
this emergency are supporting their government because of their be­
lief in democracy as a way of life. They are trying to serve the 
American reader and are doing so as never before in their history.
Our democracy can endure just so long as we have such institutions as 
the American press to supply our citizens with the basic material 
for our citizenship.
Editorial Note.--Because we feel that the adverse comment Mr. 
archer’s article has occasioned, here and among the journalists on 
the campus, has been disproportionate to any sins committed in it, 
we want to take a stand on the matter. We would not have printed the
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1 article in the first place if we had not folt that there was some 
kind of truth in it. At the same time we believed that some of the 
statements in it were misleading and that some of the evidence did 
not quite ring true. We do not now see any good reason for changing 
our minds. Miss Williamsi who has reasoned better than most, has 
called attention to the tnihor inaccuracies to which we also objected, 
but has, we believe , also obscured the main issues* Mr. Archer was 
not concerned with the quantity or quality of news we get* He would 
no doubt agree with kiss Williams that the coverage is good * provided 
the newspaper reader reads his paper carefully and thinks for himself; 
He was concerned with the wild interpretations of available and print­
able news that often find their way onto front pages, especially in 
headlines and leads. We are inclined to think that the crux of the 
argument resides in Mr. Archer’s title,MWar News— Q0% Off," --which 
is, in fact, the same kind of misleading headline of which ho dis­
approved in the newspapers. We believe that a close reading of his 
and of miss Williams’ text will reveal that his central argument re­
mains relatively undamaged. Consequently, we believe that the hue 
and cry has gone out of bounds.
And now, one more point. Even though it is necessary for us 
all to realize that modern life demands the paying of high respect to 
authorities in their several fields, should we not refrain from sug­
gesting that the layman has no right to voice his opinion concerning 
the effect upon himself of the specialist’s endeavors? Fierce and 
sundry devils sport in that belief.
m a c h i n e a g e
Yes, forge me in a fiery furnace, 
alloy me with steel.
Armor me with burnished metal 
and let me work.
Place cogwheels where my heart should be, 
and pistons for my arms.
Gear up my gut to crank end shaft 
and let me work.
In place of blood put lubricant 
and photo cells for eyes.
Recast my limbs from bronze and iron 
and let me work.
measure-my’ pulsfc in rev per m, 
capacity in pounds.
Put multiple horsepower into my shell 
and let me work.
What of the gold saved for my soul?
The thrift has been in vain.
Soul’s long departed, driven out.





Mouse dung litters all the floor.
The prairie wind breathes hot upon the sagging roof 
And sometimes creaks the rusty hinges of the door, 
But only when it comes in gusts. Aloof 
The skeletal framework stands:
Behold the toil of moveless hands.-
Where rotting shingles welcome dripping rain 
(The seldom times that rain falls on this place) 
a dust-blue sky stares softly in again 
To see a sunshine fingerfs tender grace 
In fendling home-made, broken chairs 
And quite long-fallen, useless stairs.
Hope once lived here. Men dreamed 
Long dreams within these walls and strove 
To mock them in reality. What seemed 
To them great wealth? One withered grove 
Of apple trees to tend. What now,
Besides the house, remains? One rusted plow.
The men are gone, but shadows in the house 
Remember where they stood and prayed 
For rain that would not fall. One lonely mouse 
Runs whoro their footstops, work-delayed,
Fell nightly on the split-log floor.
The fading dreams of men are left. Nothing more.
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TAMM? SEUD
Ten million years ago a girl stood 
shivering on a cold and snewy doorstep 
while grey dawn was hanging tremulous 
below the earth.
Forget the dawn and the darkness 
and a girl’s white face in the night; 
forget the dawn and the doorstep, 
the snow and the cold.
Forget, and do not fear the future time, 
though it will leave deep^-scarred, frail things 
of those who now are young 
and strong with Roving.
Never dream that one lost day 
a stifling shadow will burn blind 
the eyes that knew much beauty and make dumb 
the ears that heard all sorrows.
Forget smooth hands that press and yield,
and never dream that one lost day
they will lie crossed and cold. Forget the night
and small, bewildered whisperings.
The story of ten million years is short; 
one memory of a girl with snow-starred hair 
at dawn on a wintry doorstep 




Gargoyles of the darkness,
Fiends of everlasting shadow,
I defy you! Cloak my body;
Swarm upon me with your
Shaggy fingers. Claw me I
Feed upon my heart; devour it raw!
Drink my blood, and glut 
Your passions on my flesh!
You have not conquered.
I will never cease resisting 
Though the stars may burn away 
And leave space choked with ashes,
I aiu invincible, know that!
My soul will hold forever 
Some high crag within the fortress 
Of itself, while legions of your kind 
Storm vainly on the plain below.
Knew this, black-hearted, red-eyed fiends, 
Know this and quake! You are the vanquished, 
I, the victcr--now and always!
Spread your noiseless wings;
Return in shame to slimy pits 
Of hopelessness and death,
And know defeat.
REQUEST
We are dead. Please bury us.
The day is hot; there is nc shade.
We ask but one last favor:
Dig, dig in the ruined earth;
Make a hole to put us in.
Hide our bodies from the sun.
Cool and quiet are beneath the sod;
Fut us there. Open up the ground with spades, 
Make a hole. Do not pray too long above it, 
For the day is hot
We would net lie in the sun.
IWERaD
I saw her there, against the night’s 
bletck curtain; lightning showed 
her long, dark, wind-filled hair, 
her screaming lips, her flashing eyes, 
her clenching fists.
She cried aloud in anger to the gods, 
and heavy rain replied and drenched 
her burning flesh. With blinded hate 
she puimneled on a jutting crag of stone 
with those white hands 
until they bled.
The wind flung back her breath into her throat, 
loud thunder shook the ground beneath her feet, 
yet still she writhed unconquered.
Trembling dawn, afraid to rise, kept hidden, 
while she raved pure, naked fury 
in the night.
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IF YOU BELIEVE. . .
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By Virginia Ferkins
It all began that Tuesday evening when they met for their weekly 
bridge session--at least the excuse was bridge, but, except for Dale, 
the real reason for gathering together was to hash out the week’s 
events in the various offices and department stores where they worked.
At this particular meeting Marge was holding everyone’s attention 
by telling the details of a date she had had the previous Sunday.
Marge was a hotel switchboard operator, and her experiences with men 
were quite often worth relating. She would have been a pretty girl 
had she not realized her best features and overworked them. Her soft, 
thick hair feJl to her shoulders in peroxided waves; her rather sweet 
mouth was made hard and sophisticated by an extra deft stroke of the 
lipstick; her well-shaped hands were forever tipped with a deep black- 
red. Her dresses fit a little too tight in the right places, and were 
always creeping above her knees when she sat with legs crossed. Her 
long nails flicked cigarette ashes carelessly as she spoke„
’’Honestly, I didn’t give a darn whether I went out with him or 
not. 1 don’t like to go out with the hotel guests as a rule. You 
never know what the score is, but you can usually guess. Well, any­
way, this guy looked like he might be straight— said he’d just como 
from Crescent Falls to work on the Herald. So when he says, ’I ’d 
like very much to take you to supper and a show tonight,’ I looked 
him over good and said, ’Okay, brother, I get off at five— let’s make 
it six.’
”So I met him in the lobby at six and we went to Graff’s, no less, 
for supper and then to the new musical that opened last week. I had 
just loads of fun, and when he loft me at the door he just said, ’Good­
night; I hope I ’ll get to see you again soon.’ Didn’t even'try to get 
fresh like most of ’em do. You know the type— kind of slow, but cute.
I sure hope he calls me again. The funny part of it was that when I 
wont to see Professor Svengali last Wednesday he told me that accord­
ing to my palm, I was going to have a new male interest soon* Golly, 
the professor’s wonderful. It’s not the first time he’s boon right 
about me. Has anybody else tried him?”
’’Sure, I have,” said Betty. ’’Remember when I was called back to 
Oregon because my Dad was so sick that time? Well, just before that, 
I*d been to see Professor Svengali and he told me that I was going to 
take a trip. He sure hit the nail on the heud.”
”And last year he told me I ’d better be careful— ” this was Mary—  
"because something was going to happen to interrupt my career— career, 
that’s a good one” (Mary worked behind a dry-goods counter) ’’and right 
after that I had to have my appendix out and couldn’t work for a month.
"Oh, that’s silly,” spoke up Dale, ’’believing in anything like 
that. Those things were just coincidences. Nobody thinks those fel- 
lows know anything. They just make easy money off people who are 
superstitious enough to fall for that stuff.”
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"Oh, ye&h?" said Marge. "Then how could he be right all the 
time? Coincidences just don't happen that often. He must have some 
kind of power."
"Nonsense." Dale was scornful. "He's probably just smart enougl 
to tell something about your personality by how you act and talk and 
dress. Then he makes a good guess about what will happen to you in 
the future because of the kind of person you are. Come on, let's 
get back to the game."
"I suppose my father's getting sick was because of the kind of 
person I am," said Betty. "Why don't you go to him, Dale, and see 
if he predicts your future right. Then maybe you’ll believe what we 
say about him."
"Oh, don't be silly. I don't believe in that stuff. Why should 
I waste my hard-earned money that way?"
"Listen, Dale," said Marge, "if you'll go to him, I'll bet you 
five dollars that ho predicts your future right. He never misses.
If what he predicts doesn't happen in the time ho says it will, I'll 
pay you five dollars, and five dollars means a lot to mo."
"Okay, I'll go, if you put it that way," said Dale, "But I'm 
warning you, it will be the easiest five dollars I ever made in my 
life. Come on, gals, let’s play bridge for a change."
The next afternoon, after work, Dale found herself in the 
shabby, dingy outer office of Professor Svengali. She felt extremely 
self-conscious. "What am I doing here?" she wondered. "Of all the 
crazy, rattle-brained ideas." Oh, well, five dollars was five dol­
lars, and besides it would be worth it just to to show Marge and Betty 
how wrong they were.
Presently the door to the inner office opened, and Professor 
Svengali said, "will you step in here, please?" Professor Svengali 
was typical. He was dressed in long black robes, slightly soiled, 
and wore a turban wound around his head. He had a Van Dyke beard,
| and piercing blue eyes that looked out from under beetling brows. As 
Dale entered the inner office she could hardly restrain her laughter. 
Of all the fakes.
"Just sit down in the chair, please." Dale sat by the small 
table, and the professor sat on the opposite side of it, and turned 
on a bright light. "Now, if you will give me your hand— ." Dale 
extended her hand, palm upward. The professor took it in his’, and 
straightened out hor fingers so that her palm was open to study.
"Hummm••.you have had a very interesting life for one so young. 
You have traveled a great deal, have you not?"
"My mother was a singer, When I was younger, I often accompan­
ied her on concert tours."
"I see that you, too, have musical talent. You should develop 
it. But just a moment— " The professor broke off, and was gazing at
her hand, very startled*
"What*s the matter, Professor? Do you see something you can’t understand?" Dale was amused.
"No— I really don’t know if I should tell you--"
"Come on, Professor, out with it. I doubt if anything you tell me will blight me for life."
"That’s just it," said the professor in a-worried tone. "Your 
life line--it is broken off very abruptly."
’’It is, huh? What does that mean?"
"I hate to tell you this, my dear, for I am sure 1$ will be a 
very great shock to you, but it means that you will, unfortunately, 
come to a violent death within a very short time."
"Oh, how terrible}" cried Dale in mock horror. "How long do you give me, prof?"
"Six months at the very most. You must resign yourself, my 
dear. Death is not so horrible as it sometimes seems. And for you, the end will come very suddenly."
"Well, that’s comforting, anyway." Dale stood up, and handed 
the professor a dollar bill. "Well, so long, Professor. Mayb§ I ’ll 
come in and see you again sometime if I live long enough." She had 
hardly closed the door behind her when she let her restrained laugh­ter burst free.
At the next Tuesday night meeting Targe was eager. "Did you go 
to see the professor? What did he seyc"
"Well, girls," said Dale, "take a good look at me, because, 
according to the professor, you won’t have a chance to much longer, 
j-t seems that I ’ll have to start living fast and furiously, since I 
only have six months to do it in. Fooey--if I believed for one min­
ute what that old goat said, the fake. My only regret is that I ’ll 
have to wait six months for that five dollars, Marge."
"You mean he told you that you’re going to die in six months?" 
«*arge was incredulous.
"Yes, isn’t it tragic? And mo so young, too."
You can have the money now as far as I ’m concerned. You look 
too healthy to gamble on."
"But health has nothing to do with it, Marge. He said violent 
eath. Anyway, a bet is a bet, and I ’ll collect on it six months iTom tonight."
Okay," Marge agreed. "But that certainly was a funny thing for
professor to say. I don't know if I want to go to him any more °r not." *
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"Oh, he’s a quack of the first order. Let’s forget about him 
and play cards."
For Dale Martin, life was not highly exciting, but it had its 
diversions. She worked in a bank as a stenographer, which was not 
exciting, but then there was her boy-friend, who was diverting.
There were other boys who were diverting, too, but in a different 
way, and she always went back to Jack. She supposed she would end 
up by marrying Jack some day, but most of the time she did not think 
much about it, for Jack quite frankly said that right now he did not 
make enough to support himself, let alone take on a wife. One night 
some three weeks after her experience with Professor Svengali Dale 
told Jack about it. "Six months, eh?" he said. "Of course the old 
bird’s a nut, but don’t go taking-any chances. I can’t have my future 
wife kicking off on me." He went on, as Dale looked surprised, "Come 
on, honey, let’s make it official. Even though wo can’t afford to get 
married yet, we might as well be engaged, so that I won’t have to 
worry about those other wolves that howl around occasionally. Besides, 
I’ve bought you a ring." Pie fumbled in his pocket for a moment, and 
produced a tiny but exquisite diamond ring.
"Oh, Jack, how sweet! I love it. But you shouldn’t have spent 
the money."
"Forget it, honey, you’re worth it and a lot more. Will you wear it?"
"Of course I will, darling." And Dale thought she would not be 
able to hold within herself the tide of happiness that surged through 
her. She held youth, joy, and life in the palm of her hand.
Dale was not exactly a beautiful girl, but she had a quality of 
freshness and enthusiasm that made most people look twice. Her dark 
brown hair drifted back from her temples in soft waves, and her blue 
©3res were alive and eager. She walked as if she enjoyed walking, and 
indeed she did, after sitting at a typewriter for long hours. Her 
clothes, if notr expensive, were carefully chosen and neat. Her mother 
had been a beautiful woman, and when Dale was a little girl, people 
had looked from her to her mother and said, "She takes after her 
father, doesn’t she?" Dale had resented it at first, but after years 
of being dragged around after her mother on her various concert tours 
in the United States and Europe, Dale had developed a sort of phil- 
osphy of taking life as it came, unquestioning. So when her mother 
had died very suddenly when Dale was nineteen, leaving her without 
u family and with very little monoy, she had accepted that too. She 
had taken a business course and then got her present job. She did 
not care a lot for her work, but it supported her, and she was grate­ful for that.
One day late in November, she was walking home from work, glad 
wiat work was over for another day. It was snowing softly, and the 
inter twilight was exhilarating. Thon, suddenly, she lost her foot- 
m g  on a slippery street and fell in the path of an oncoming car. The 
car swerved and stopped just in time. The driver rushed forward to 
nolp Dale to her feet, asking if she were hurt. "No," she replied 
breathlessly, "just... shaken up a little."
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"Shall I take you home? You're in no condition to walk." Dale 
was trembling.
"Thank you, but I think I can manage. It isn’t far."
"If you insist, but be careful. I wouldn’t want you to srive 
anyone else the scare that you gave me."
"Thank you, I ’ll watch my step." She started on her way again, 
walking slowly. "That was a close one," she thought. "I’d better 
be more careful or the professor will be right one of these days."
She laughed a little to herself. She had not thought of the professor 
and his prediction for a long time. The girls at the Tuesday night 
meetings had been careful not to mention him since Dale’s visit with 
its ominous results, but she had a feeling that the professor was 
taking no more of their money. She wondered if there really was any­
thing in what he said. After all, he had been right about the other 
girls. "Oh, that’s silly," she thought. "It’s nothing but coinci­
dence and superstition." But a funny little doubt still lurked in 
the corner of her mind, try as she would to shake it off* "You hear 
of those things so much," she thought. "Can it bo coincidence all 
of the time? Oh, how ridiculous, I ’ll be as bad as Marge if I keep 
on this way." She shook herself and walked with more confidence up 
the stairs to her apartment. She was glad Jack was coming to take 
her to the movies tonight.
a s the winter wore on, Dale caught herself thinking of Professor 
Svengali and his prediction more often. Somo mornings she would 
look at the calendar and think, "December twelfth. Three months and
six days to live. Three months to live, and all I do is go to that
damned office day after day and pound that typewriter from nine to
four, a  fine way to finish out my existence. Why don't I take my
savings and have a fling before I die?" And then she would answer 
herself, "Because you’re not going to die, you fool. Surely you 
don’t believe whfct that old man said. If you aren’t caroful, you’ll
be as crazy as he is." But the feeling kept on, try as she would to
fight it. Once when she was manicuring her hands, she looked at the 
line the professor had pointed out as her life line, and noticed how 
abruptly it was broken off in the middle of her palm, instead of 
extending out to the edge of her hand, as most people’s did. It 
certainly didn’t look as if she had much of a chanco, if she went by 
those signs. But then she would think, "Oh, v/hat nonsense. I ’m too 
young and too healthy to die; I don't have heart trouble that would 
make me pop off at any moment. I haven’t even had a cold in months.
But then he said violent death." *nd after that she looked often at
her palm with its curious markings.
Then it was Christmas, and New Year’s, and she had little time 
to think about the professor and his prediction, for she and Jack 
made the most of the time they had off from work to celebrate. Dale 
had a small Christmas tree in her apartment, and Jack came over Christ­
mas morning. They opened their presents together. "Just like we’ll 
ho after we’re married," Jack said. They took long walks in the snowy 
evenings, and on New Year’s Sve they went to the biggest hight club 
iu town. "I can afford to show you a good time once in a while," 
coasted Jack, and he kissed her well and completely on the stroke of 
midnight.
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Then suddenly, the end of January, Jack fell very ill. Dale 
had just come home from the Tuesday night meeting of the bridge club, 
where Marge had reported the romantic news about her newspaperman,
He wanted to marry her, and the rest of the girls were as thrilled 
about it as Marge was. Marge had changed these last months, since 
he had met what she called the "real thing." Her hair had reassumed 
its natural color, and her clothes were more conservative. Dale was 
very happy about Marge. But as she reached the apartment the tele­
phone was ringing. It was the hospital, to say that Jack had been 
entered there as a patient, and wished to see her.
She reached the hospital as soon as she could. He must be very 
sick if they were calling her at this time of night* The reception­
ist said, "Hoorn 219, You may go. up now." Dale hurried to the room 
and the nurse took her in.
"Don’t excite him," she s^id. "He’s a very sick man."
"that’s the matter, nurse?" she asked. "I didn’t even know that 
he was sick."
Pneumonia.. We didn’t catch it very soon, either. He thought it 
was only a bad cold, and didn’t call the doctor until this afternoon."
He was lying very still in the bed, and her first thought was, 
"This can’t be Jack. Jack is too full of vitality to lie there like 
that. He’s never still for a minute." She sat down by the bed. 
"Jack," she said softly.. "Jack, darling."
He turned his head and looked at her; s smile that was not cuite 
a smile, merely a change of expression in hi? , lighted his face 
for a moment, and then was gone. "Dale," ho murmured.
Dale sat at his funeral, dry-eyed, seeing nothing. "Please," 
she pleaded later at her epartreent to the friends that gathered around 
her to sympathize. ’’Please,” whispered Dale, "leave me alone for a 
while,"
When they had gone, she sank to the floor and shed the tears she 
had not been able to shod at the funeral. "He was young," she thought 
"He was young, just as I am, and ho died."
The Tuesday night bridge session marked in silence Dale’s absence 
for the first two weeks. Then Marge approached her and said, "Honey,
I know how you feel, but it won’t do you any good to mope around by 
yoursolf. Come on over next Tuesday. It may help you to forget."
And Dale replied, hollowly, "Forget? If only I could. If only 
I could."
But she came. The girls wore meticulously careful not to mention 
anything about Jack. "Remember, girls," Margo had warned them before 
Bulo come. "Nix on the remembrances. Make Dale happy."
But somehow the conversation drifted momentarily to Professor 
Svengali, Dale jumped to her feet, her free going pale. Th^ cards 
dropped from her hand and fluttered to the floor. Y/ithout a word, she 
stood gasping for breath, her eyes wide and staring.
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"Dale!" cried Marge, "Whatf s the matter9 Don’t you feel well?"
Dale looked at her with a strange wildness in her eyes. Then 
she laughed. It was not a reassuring laugh. It-had a touch of hys­
teria in it. Her voice was high-pitched and unnatural when she spoke. 
"Excuse me, will you?" she asked. "I— I ’ve got to f?o. . .somewhere..."
The door slammed behind her, leaving the girls wondering: "Now
what in the world--?"
"Do you suppose we said anything about--"
"Of course not. No one said anything about Jack. No one said 
anything of any importance, as far as I could see."
And then Betty said, "It was just after I mentioned Professor 
Svengali. You don’t think she’s beginning to believe'the stuff he 
told her, do you?"
"Oh, bosh," said Marge. "She’s just upset. Anybody would be, 
after what she’s been through."
The others agreed that she was right and the conversation turned 
to other gossip.
"Say," said Betty suddenly, "how long has it been since the pro­
fessor made that prediction about Dale’s death?"
"Five months," said Marge. "I’ve been keeping track of the time. 
According to the professor, she has one more month to live."
"I mustn’t thinkt—  mustn’t think!— mustn’t think!" Dale lay 
awake in her bedroom, staring upward into the darkness. "Now I am 
going to sleep. I have no time to think. I ’m very tired. I must 
sleep. ’
A moment later, she arose and looked at the clock. "Four o ’clock! 
she whispered. "I haven’t slept a wink all nirht. It’s foolishness. 
Foolishness! I ’ve got to forget, forget, FOROFT!!" Suddenly she 
laughed— a high, hysterical laugh which could no more be stopped until 
it had run its course than could a flooded river bo stopped which has 
crushed the dam that held it back.
The clock pointed to five o ’clock when Dale, completely exhausted 
by nervousness and fear, sank back onto the bed, and slept.
"I advise complete quiet and rost," said her doctor. "You are 
suffering from a very severe case of nervous shock, and you must live 
in an atmosphere of absolute silenco."
"Oh, doctor! cried Dale, "Don’t let me be alone--don’t let me!"
"There, there, my dear. I know what is best. I ’ll have arrange­
ments made for you at the sanitarium right away. You’ll be all by 
yourself, That’s the one way to got well— just get away from it all."
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"Yes,” said Dale hollowly, "I111 get away from it all. I ’ll got 
away from everything. That’s the only way--one week left, but I ’ll 
fool them. I ’ll fool the professor . I'll fool everybody. Every­
body but Ivlarge.. .f ive dollars...”
’’What did you say?” asked the doctor.
’’Nothing,” she murmured. ’’Nothing, doctor.”
The bridge club met the next week, but not to play cards. All 
the girls spoke in hushed voices.
’’Let me see the paper again,” said Marge. It was handed to her 
in silence.
’’They should never have taken her there,” said Betty. ’’What is 
the name of the place?”
’’Broklehurst,” Marge read. ’’The Broklehurst Sanitarium.”
’’They should never have taken her there,” repeated Betty, dully.
’’What was the mattor with doctors and nurses?” asked Mary. ’’Peo­
ple don't always die when their throats are cut— not if somebody finds 
them in time.”
Margo did not look up from the paper. ’’The doctor had risked that 
sho be left completely to. herself,” she sr. id. "No one even came to 
her room until four hours after it happened.”
The girls sat for a long while in silence. Suddenly Marge's 
voice broke the quiet. ’’L o o k s h e  said. ’’Look here. This para­
graph." She handed the paper to Betty, who read:
’’John L. White, alias Professor Vasha Svengali, has been appre­
hended by the police. White has been practicing cuackery in this city 
for two years. He has been wanted for operating a gambling establish­
ment in Chicago since 1937. White confessed, and stated that he had 
resorted to fortune-telling in order to earn a living.”
A deep silence followed. Then Marge said, "It was six months to 
the day."
"You don’t suppose the professor was right in his prediction, do 
you?" asked Betty. "I mean— you don't suppose it would have happened 
if she hadn't gone to the professor?”
"No— he confessed to being a quack," said Mary.
’’Six months to the day,” said Betty. "Marge, I guess you won thebet."
a. long silence followed. Suddenly Marge jumped to her feet and 
ran to the telephone. She dialed frantically.
"Hello— Hall’s Florists? I want to order a funeral wreath— ” ther 
was a sob in her voice— ’’the very nicest you have— for five dollars..."
THE PROBLEM OF STUDENT LABOR
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Anonymous
Ever since the fall of Wall Street in 1929 there has been an in­
flux of.working students on the campuses of this country. Our own 
M.3i¥*-\is no exception. I and perhaps you are in this group. We 
student workers are faced with a problem. Perhaps you do not realize 
it| but to many of your less fortunate brothers it is very real. It 
is so vital that it affects a large proportion of the cummunity of 
which the university is an important part. The problem is so long- 
standihg that it has become accepted as a more or less necessary evil. 
In various ways, it affects the student workeri the city inhabitants, 
and the employers of the former two. To the student it means a smaller 
curriculum, a minimum of social activity and diminished learning cap­
acity# To the city inhabitants it means a lower standard of living*
To the employer it is an economic gain in direct proportion to the 
loss of the other two groups. It is the problem of long hours and low 
wages.
You and I have acquaintances who are working six to eight hours 
a day besides carrying a normal load of studies. It is doubtful if 
they are capable of their highest scholastic endeavor under these 
conditions. Long hours put a strain on the nervous system; occasion­
ally there is a report that so-and-so has had a nervous collapse due 
to overwork. Rare as cases of this sort may be, yet thoy must indi­
cate that those students, be thoy strong enough to withstand the added 
burden or not, are subjected to an abnormal environmental pressure.
If you have com© in contact with some of the unskilled or semi­
skilled workors who live in the home of your alma mater, you will 
doubtlessly have come to realize the unfortunate circumstances in which 
thoy find themselves. It has been said that the Missoula payroll, in 
comparison to its population, is tho smallest in the state. In a 
recent survey I made regarding tho problem of student labor every 
citizen of Missoula whom I interviewed was of thr» opinion that student 
labor was, under the present wage and hour conditions, destructive to 
the interests of the community at large. They maintained that the em­
ployer, having an abundance of cheap labor on hand, is able to set his 
own wage. This wage, naturally, would be the lowest possible amount 
that the needy student would be willing to accept. The student, over­
joyed at the possibility of earning his own board and room, asks little 
of the employer. The laborer, on the other hand, has a home and familj 
to support, and to him a few dollars is not a fortune, but only a few 
dollars. If the inhabitant of Missoula is not skilled and does not 
belong to the local union, he has a choice of earning a meager exist­
ence for himself and family by working beside the students on non­
union jobs or of leaving this otherwise fair city and seeking more 
fertile valleys. An acquaintance of mine who is an official in the 
local labor union maintained that the rest of the nation is--and has 
been— able to carry out wage increases and other vital steps before 
the local union here has been able to do so. It was, he asserted, the 
presence of the student cheap labor that weakened the position of his union.
To summarize, therefore, the problem is basically (1) to decrease
student working hours and (2) to eliminate the competition of cheap 
labor with the local workers.
a solution for the former would be to lower the cost of living 
for students, but this would net solve the latter problem and is also 
obviously rather impractical in execution, .another solution would be 
to segregate the university from the community, thus creating a sep­
arate community composed only of student workers. The work of the 
university could be accomplished by students in all positions except 
those of managing. Our university would not be the first to put this 
plan into execution. This, however, would involve a good deal cf com­
plex readjustment cf students working down town as well as university 
workers who would be obliged to find employment elsewhere. The fact 
the war has created a scarcity of manpower causes further complexity 
in this situation, a much simpler answer to the problem would be to 
raise the wage of the student worker.
This can best be accomplished by a student organization demand­
ing a higher wage. There is the pcssiblity of creating a branch of 
the local union to give studons, at a minimum, fee, working permits 
during the school session. The average student would be unwilling to 
pay the usual high initiation feo. Or, an equally workable solution 
would be to form a student worker’s union. platform of fifty to 
sixty cents an hour would not be a radical deviation from present 
wages of, approximately, forty cents an hour. It would dc something 
toward solving the entire situation and further increases could be 
decided upon by the union at future times. It would not be suite fair 
to tho employer to demand the maximum wage of the local union since he 
is obliged to adjust the worker’s hours in order that he may go to . 
classes and must also train the oftimes unskilled aspirant.
The prices cf the articles of food und clothing are not apt tc 
rise beyond the student’s means since the union cculd increase the 
wage if (due tc external economic factors,) the prices rise. Of course 
certain establishments would find it necessary tc raise their prices, 
especially if they employed only student help. Nevertheless the bene­
fits cf a labor union would far outweigh its disadvantages.
In my opinion, the working students should, as a duty to themselves 
as well as to their fellow man, take steps to eliminate this social 
and economic maladjustment by creating a union with a platform that 
would give them more tine for themselves, and, at the same time, would 
"put kissoula back on its feet.” The solution is in your hands; what 





Somewhere in the dim and distant past 
I think I must have been a feline Tom.
Not the proud species that sat on velvet cushion 
While emperors of Egypt were prostrate at the feet 
Of silken fur and curved claw, quaking before the glimmer 
Of green eyes; but of an ancestry of dubious family tree 
That sought the shadows of shutters,
Slunking along labyrinth lanes of li^e•
Where leprosy hid beneath scant shreds,
And beggers sulked in sack cloth’s tattered .threads.
I have not severed my subconscious memory 
From stealthy stalking shadows...
Still the unfrequented byway - 
The silent thoroughfare - I follow.
Let my feline nose catch odors 
Wafting from each kitchen doorway;
Let my green eyes narrow to a slit 
At milk bottles on the sill.
Let me purr at roses opening 
From bushes by the coal shute.
Let me gloat at ash cans sprawling 
Their varied contents in rank disdaim ,
Of order on tar-hardened earth.
I will step cautiously where eyes 
Note the weather-beaten little house,
The chain that lies along the ground,
And ears catch the. soft growl from within.
I will stretch at the sight, sound and sigh 
Of talkative trees reaching to chimneys 
And slowly slanting roofs, and 
I will turn discreetly from open bottom drawers 
Dancing like marionettes from a wire line.
Let me forsake front walks and steps 
That scoff at all derangement;
I will form my judgment in the back yard 




Vwe never go down there anymore. Father said once that he never 
wanted to anymore. Liz came home once. She said, "So, I came two 
thousand miles to see that." She comes back but she always stays 
in town. She never goes to the valley.
One July 4, we went down. Our modol-T v/a? new. It was the only 
one on Poplar Street with windows that rolled— the t didn’t have to 
be taken off and put on with the sun and rain, Father stopped tho 
car when we were at the top of the hill. Below, Old Dan’s, woadow 
was the greenest patch. Up on the bench tho iron wore having. Frrith'r 
place, in the middle of the Ryan lands., was decrepit. . Father looked 
at the Stacxc with smoko curling from it, far away. He said, "It is 
all beginning to fail."
It was vory hot and from down the road there was a cloud of dust 
moving up the hilx. It. was Granny in her buggy. She wore a sun- 
bonnet. She reached the top of the hill and stopped. She asked,
"Does the child want to rido with me?" Only it was a command. I 
was only one of three children in the Ford but I was the oldest and 
in her Old Country eyes the oldest child of any family was special.
Tho other two took it for granted that it was I sho meant. Wo all 
did. So I climbed in and she let me hold the reins and Kit, tho 
mare, turned the wheels back toward the ranch and the white house.
There were people from town there. Some had taken horses and 
gone up to the Ryan lakes to fish. There wore a lot of people fish­
ing down near the barn.
At noon men poured into the house from all over the ranch.
There was besides the regular large staff the haying crew.
Father, Granny, and 1 went down to the corral where Jerry was 
going to break a horse. Father told Jerry to think of his mother, 
that someday Jerry would break his neck. Jerry laughed and the 
fellows with him from the University slapped him on the back and the 
girls climbed up on the high posts and laughed. It wasn't so much 
what he was doing but the way he was doing it. Granny shook her 
head and said that although his name was Farrel he was a Fergus. Her 
mother had had three sons who were Fergus' and she guossed the only 
thing to do was to watch them go their way. The Fergus’ are always 
strong and handsome and no one has ever known one of their who wasn't 
young in years. She told us this.
We watched until the horse was broken. Tho Judge end the old 
Senator came up with a long string of trout. The Judge said that it 
was a fine large place. Granny said that they had been haying since 
June and would be doing so until the first snow in September. The 
old senator said that he had been looking at the "b'ys racing hounds" 
tjud that they were "foine animals." His blue eyes watered and he said 
They are foine, beautiful things, like my peacocks. But my peacocks 
oould not last the winters." Granny said, "Low Kevin." But he shook
his head and his eyes looked stronger but like he was not really 
standing there.
Father said, "The dogs are*beautiful but vicious." Granny said, 
"Yes, Tommy, I ’ve asked them to get rid of them, with that ram, but 
they don’t. They’re good boys. Before they went into town to school 
they stayed up all night and fed the motherless baby lambs with bot­
tles. They helped me force the red peppers into the young turkeys. 
When they were wee ones we had nothing but the log cabin to live in. 
You know. You’re the half-brother. We were land poor. Then for 
a while the big men tried to take even that away from us. Now we 
have new cars for the boys every year from what we have here. We 
have everything, but they must always be going somewhere. They are 
good boys, though," she said.
So then that night she took my hand and said, although she had 
not asked Mother or even me, "The child is staying with me. I shall' 
be bringing her home someday."
So 1 stayed. There followed the days that began in the early 
summer dawn. The men ate huge stacks of hot cakes made on the top 
of the black cookstove. They ate platters of eggs and ham, sausages, 
and bacon, so large that I could not reach my arms around them. They 
ate large glass pitchers cf brown syrup, white pitchers of milk,
gallons of the Ranch cream, strong black coffee, pounds of Ranch but­
ter. The dinner bell rang at eleven o ’clock and the men wiped the 
soap and cold water from their faces and arm? and fil^d in asrain to 
eat as at breakfast only more so. And then to work a^cin and back 
again at five o ’clock and supper. So the whole dev for some seemed . 
to be taken up with working and eating. While the women in the kit­
chen were doing the supper dishes Martin and I fed the chickens. The 
mash was hot and he would hit one with a spoonful of it now and then. 
The bird would scold angrily. Martin was a cousin from Canada. We 
would sit on the steps in the dusk ana watch the lights flicker, away
into town on the Hill, beneath the stack. He would ask me if I were
going to like school when it started. We would say that his brotherA 
Tommy, was going to start to school in Canada but Tommy was a "baby. 
He couldn’t "tie his laces yet."
I learned about the days when Father was young and had lived at 
the Ranch. The MacLairn’s , who lived over on the corner where the 
Ranch ended were feuders then. The MacLairns were related to Granny. 
They were Scotch Highlanders and still remained outlaws when they 
came to the valley. Granny and Father had been coming up the hill 
once and just where we had stopped the car the Fourth of July, the 
two MacLairn brothers had stopped the wagon and pulled Father off, 
for he was only a little boy then. Then they had pulled Granny down 
and left both of them unconscious while they took the load of grain. 
They never did much like that again because for the first time she 
stepped from Old Ban’s onto their land. She went up to their door, 
although she was a tall woman they towered above her. She told 
them that it was the third generation of the quarrel and that she did 
not mean to see it carried into the fourth. That it must stop that 
day even though they could never be friends because of what all had 
been done. It did stop almost, excopt that summer the two younger 
MacLairn boys would shoot the locks off tho gates everywhere on the
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Parrelfs fences. Colin would laugh and rut on new locks but Jerry 
would be terribly angry— so angry that he would kick at a post and 
clench his fists and look as if he were going to cry. Only Colin 
always jollied him so that soon he began to ret over it. Before 
Colin had me with him on his horse, Jerry would be jumping his horse 
over the fences as fast as the horse would take therr.
Then it was time to go back to town. Ted took us in his new 
blue Bodge. On the upper road we stopped and picked flowers whore 
had been the old Senator’s home. Where had been the house was now a 
brick basement standing alone with a chimney. Granny said that the 
house had had white pillars and was built like a southern mansion and 
that the peacocks would strut and shintm across the lawn among the 
white lilac bushes and the trees. But one day a fire started. They 
said later it was from the defective chimney still now partially 
standing. And the only thing that was saved was the long polished 
dining-room table. Even the lilacs were burnt.
Then it was time to start to town. There down at the corner 
house there were pink flowers tied with a pink bow on the wall by 
the door. There were a lot of cars up and down the block, lother 
said that Jane Hughes was dead. I didn’t know what dead was. Granny 
explained, "No, if someone talks to her she won’t answer because she 
can’t even hear. You will never see Jane Hughes again because they 
will take her away." I still couldn't understand.
Then it was Labor Bay and the next day school would start. Only 
first, Colin telephoned and said that Granny was in the hospital.
That night we went down ana she looked very old. The boys said that 
they had gone to town to a danco and she was going to be alone for a 
while. She had gone out to feed the chickens and it happened. Steve, 
the ram, had broken loose. He knocked her down and then come again 
and knocked her down and then she slipped a high gate shut on him.
She made her way throo miles to Perkins*. The^ took her into the 
hospital.
Then one day they said that she wes deed. They brought her 
up to our house. Then I know what deed meent. Onl^ I couldn’t under­
stand the rest. There were so many flowers that the,r °ent many to 
the hospitals because there was not room for them in the house. Peo­
ple stayed outside, for everyplace in the house there were people: 
people all day and night came because they used to go to the Ranch 
to hunt and fish; people, who had been dealers in cattle and grain, 
who had bought from Granny at the Ranch, and then were her friends. 
There were people there who had gone to the ranch with their families 
and lived two months when there was a shut-down on the Hill.
Just as with Jane Hughes, then, I knew that I would never see 
her. One Sunday we went down the valley, ^t the house the piano 
was closed. I hoppod up and down the stairs and hummed but I didn’t 
it. Every time I stopped humming it was too different. "The 
said that he hadn’t sold hay or wheat that Fall and that 
Por the first time the water was scarce because he had never applied 
for water rights when the ranchers were told to because he thought 
that there would always be plenty of water in the valley. Now, al­




theirs always, and now there was not enough. Ke said that someone 
had stolen many head of cattle or else th^y had wandered off. Kg 
didn’t know. The house was very still. There were men in the bunk- 
house doing nothing, Somehow the fence around the lawn had been 
broken down and there were two workhorses grazing beside the iris 
bed.
Thun the "Qld kan" died. The lawyers could not settle things 
for eight years. Then Father and Jerry walked every bit of the 
Kanch ana it was appraised as a result, but nothing was left besides 
the land and the house.
Then Jerry was killed and the other boys moved away and the 
daughters, Peggy and Liz, went still farther away.
Then one day we went down and the hou.se was pone. There was a 
black scar seen from the top of the hill. That was all. there was 
left to show what had been there.
So we never go down to the valley and the ranch. They ray that 
there isn’t the water where there used to bz.. I don’t know, only 
that for a long while Father never went down very often and now he 
isn’t here to take us so we never go.
*******
1 am sane
Can’t you surmise that full well?
See how composed I sit!
Do I ever complain 
That life is dull?
Who would ever think me a misfit!
I speak with slow, collected tongue,
And laughter from my throat is flung 
With no wild notes to desecrate the ear.
Oh, husband, why be troubled with any fatuous fear...
But don’t permit South Wind to blow!
He talks so, and I love to go 
To listen to his prattle—
To feel his fingers in my hair,
To taste his kisses drenched with sea.
Why must the south pane rattle?
Can I be certain there’s no one out there?
Hush! I am sure I hear him calling me!
Oh, husband, I feai this strange malady.





Some of the friends I had when I was young weren’t generally 
approved of by the self-styled ’’higher class”of my home town, and 
were looked on with suspicion by even the citizens of my own unpre­
tentious neighborhood. Their company was forbidden to some of the 
boys of the community— put into the same category as cigarets and 
a second piece of mince pie--and the forbidden gained immeasurable 
glamor thereby. These friends of my early and impressionable youth 
weren’t from the wrong side of the tracks geographically, but they 
were classified there, and rightly, in the social scheme. .They 
spent a good deal of time on the north side of the tracks as some 
kind of ego-satisfying justification for the classification into 
which the citizenry had crammed them. They were driven north by 
some kind of grim destiny.
In retrospect I say ’’them” when I should by rights be saying 
”we” , because I could not have been more one of thorn if I had been 
raised over on the flats on the north side. Now, of course, I am 
pleased to class myself as a righteous citizen condemning their kind, 
and hesitate to admit my former kinship in public.
"We” spent a good share of our time actually doing the very 
things for which society condemned us, but we were never conscious 
of being inferior or in any way worthy of condemnation. We swam in 
the river, bummed around the freight yards, raided gardens, and shot 
sling shots at anything alive or dead. But we considered that our 
right, so what society said about us didn’t make a bit of difference. 
Police, irate, and owners, the yard bull--these mattered, but not 
society. We could outrun society.
I often wonder what has become of the fellows who. did so much 
to show me ’’the other half” that everybody is always talking about.
I supposs they all came to the bad end that fate had decreed, but I 
really hope not, just to disappoint the smug tax payers, who wait 
until the downfall and then say I told you so, but who don’t do 
anything to see that the downfall doesn’t come. Fortune ought to 
Biake one of my former friends president someday a s a gesture of supreme 
irony.
Although I have lost touch with all of them, I still remember 
them as if it had been yesterday. The LaMear boys were half-breed 
Indians who lived at the foot of Test Hill on Seventh avenue. They 
did all things well, in my young and uncritical opinion. They were 
fast runners and good climbers and daring swimmers. They could 
shoot a rifle and play baseball, and if the occasion demanded, steal 
marbles or balls from Woolworth’s. In me they had a willing but 
inept imitator. They forbade me to help them filch articles from the 
local stores on the grounds of my amateurish incompetence, but they 
were willing to let my try anything else, which I did with more 
enthusiasm than success, iwy relationship never did get beyond the 
apprentice stage before it was broken, but in a few more years I 
feel confident that I would have boon an expert in my own right. I
could have stolen as calmly and lied as blandly as they, who knows 
to what heights I might have risen if the juvenile delinquency 
authorities hadn’t been in such a hurry to introduce my friends to 
the penal system.
The LaMears had a pigeon coop with a lot of pigeons. They were 
mostly just common gray, white, and red birds, with a few fantails. 
They had to forage for themselves like their nominal masters, because 
we never fed them. What little wheat we could appropriate--by the 
unannounced loan system--from the elevators in the freight yards, 
we used to bait traps to catch more pigeons. The railroad people 
didn’t approve of this practice. The pigeons didn’t like it either.
Sometimes when we were tired of sneaking smoker of ro.ll-your- 
own cigarets or playing cops and robbers or reading forbidden lit­
erature, we would set out for Pigeon Frank’s place across the tracks. 
Pigeon Frank lived on the north side with no companionship but hun­
dreds of pigeons, which lived in the same house v/ith him. They were 
all over the place, and so were the evidences of their occupation.
I don’t know where Pigeon Frank slept, but I know he ate in the same 
room with the pigeons, because I ’ve seen him doing it, shooing the 
flies with one hand and feeding himself with the other.
Alvin LaMear always did the talking and the story didn’t vary 
a lot at any time. He claimed that he had bought some pigeons from 
Frank and that they had flown back and that we had come to get them. 
Each time we got the same disappointing ansv/er, but we used to keep 
trying just for the adventure of the thing. I don’t know what ever 
became of the LaMear pigeons. I remember converting the coop into • 
a clubhouse a year or so after our last unsuccessful attempt at in­
creasing the stock of birds.
About two blocks from my house, along BullHook Creek which runs 
through the town, lived the Lercier boys, Two and Three. They had 
a sister, too. Her name was One. Their father, an unemployed fid­
dler who liked his work, found it too much trouble to think up names, 
so he just numbered his progeny. Not until junior high did Two be­
come Frank and Three Bob. I considered the numbers much better 
names. In fact, we all thought the school board was pulling a dirty 
trick by giving the boys such common names as Frank and Bob. They 
lost a certain distinctive glamor by the christening.
The trouble of supporting them was even ^ore than that of nam­
ing them, so their father abandoned them to the county at a tender 
aga. Their existence is the only proof I ever had that they had a 
mother at all. The county wasn’t much better than the fiddler as a 
parent, and the boys soon learned to shift for themselves. One of 
their staple foods was flour and water pancakes ^ried in lard. I 
didn’t find the dish very palatable, but they scored to relish it.
They treated me with the deference due the young and the inno­
cent and the sheltered, and helped my education along immensely.
Three (that was in the days when he was still Three) gave ne a splen­
did example of fortitude when our fourth-grade teacher picked him up 
by the hair and slammed him down again without even making him cry. 
The act scared me almost to tears, but hê  didn’t weaken. He never
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did instill his own courage in me, nor did I ever get as tough. But 
then of course I had a name and he didn’t. Ke had to be tough.
The Stover boys were the oldest in our gang. They lived right 
across from the court house, but didn’t spend much of their time 
at home. It was out of our zone of operations. Once in a while we 
did stop at the Stover residence, where we played a fascinating 
record about Abdul the Bulbul .ameer and Ivan Skavinsky Skavar. I 
couldn’t understand all the words, but I knew it was a stirring 
ballad about a fight and courage and everlasting glory and that was enough.
The Stovers made up a baseball team, and let me be substitute 
right fielder. Most of the time .I played referee, where I.was of 
more value to the team than on the field. Once when we were playing 
the East End team, Joe Stover put me out in the field and told me to 
catch the ball even if it did sting a lot. I agreed. ’ No balls came 
to me, although each crack of the bat brought my pulse to 150. We 
had to postpone on aoocunt of darkness after the fifth inning. We 
were ahead at the time 21-7, and felt pretty confident of victory.
We finished the game the next day, and got nosed out 49-33. It was 
a free-hitting fray.
I skimped and saved ^1.20 to buy a ball glove so that I could 
be on the team, actually, the glove was on the tear, and I was 
attached. The glove was always used, but I was allowed to nlay only 
enough to keep me and my glove interested. I haven’t seen that glove 
since. It was beautiful red leather, and didn’t sting much if ^ou 
put a handkerchief in the palm of your hand. The La^ear boys ad­
mired it a lot. That probably accounts for my not seeing it after the team broke up.
I suppose I won’t ever know what happened to my one-time friends.
It really doesn’t matter, Ivy association with them would probably
have been better uncultivated--my mother said as much on several
occasions--but just the same, they taught me a lot, and I ’m grateful.




seeks the night to feed 
and dip in solitude through etherieal black.
My heart trangresses lonely cliffs where eagles breed 
and pierce the air with shrilling cries that tear with loneliness. 
This is hermit solitude that fills the soul with fortitude 
against the dark of days imperiled by despair.
There is eagerness in ways that lead 
to untrod heights 
where v^uiet hearts 






He was making a tour of the batteries when they met. It was hot 
in the hut at General Headquarters and it was more for a stroll than 
anything else that he happened to be in that section of tho lines.
It was hard to see tho batteries, concealed as they were in the low 
slung trees and vines, crouched into their little dugouts, blends of 
drabs and greens. He was threading his way between two trees when 
he stepped unwisely.
"Ouch! Why don’t you look where you’re goin’? Oh, sorry, sir." 
The little weasel-faced private quickly snapped to attention.
"That’s O.k., buddy, how’re things out here?"
"Pretty dead, sir. Wish those yellow devils’d come over just 
once. What I wouldn’t do to those— "
The officer laughed. "That’s the spirit, private, rind if I 
crawl in for a look around?"
"No, sir."
The officer jumped lightly into tho dugout. This one wsr larger 
than the usual, and better concealed. There were three men in it; 
the little private, a sergeant manning the guns, a nr* a corporal. The 
sergeant was busy wiping off shells with a dirty rag but the corporal 
looked up and stood at attention.
An expression of surprise crossed the officer’s face. "Hello,
Joe. i
"Hi, Bill. Didn’t know you were out here."
"Kind of surprised to see you here, myself. Did you come at the 
first?"
"Yep! First shipload."
"Hear anything from home?"
"Not much. Guess things aren't so lively in the old home town
now."
"Nope, guess not. Well, I ’ve got to be getting back. Come up 
and see me some night when it’s ^uiet, Joe."
The corporal saluted. "Yes, sir, I ’d like to." He grinned, 
jaunty and cock-sure as always.
He hadn’t changed a bit. Big, still a little flabby and soft- 
looking, somehow. Funny, Joe saluting him. He still felt a little 
inferior, innately, as if he should be screwing th'- ras cap on and
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saying, "Thank you." ^ueer how familiar faces brought up memories.
*********
Ke hadn’t seen much of Joe in high school. Pure, he saw him 
at school and around town but they never had anyth5 ng to sa^ to each 
other. What could they have to say? Joe’s world vras "'ar above his 
own. He used to see Joe kind of like a star in the sky or something. 
Joe driving around in his maroon convertible, Joe giving a house 
party or a fishing party out on the lake, Joe taking a week-end trip 
to Omaha. They graduated in the same class though, and Bill went to 
work in the grocery store while Joe still rode around in his convert­
ible. That summer Joe used to stop in at the store once in a while 
for cigarettes or candy or food .to take up to the lake. He’d ask Bill;
"What you going to do this fall,.Bill?"
"Oh, I donno. Haven’t made up my mind yet. What you goin’ to
do?"
"Go to State. Hear they’ve got a plenty good football team 
there this year."
And he would swing out and drive away in an aura of color, and 
laughter and sureness.
By the end of the summer Bill had saved &100. He put it in the 
bank in a checking account. He had never had a checking account be­
fore. -a hundred dollars was a lot of money--even maybe enough to go 
T,° State. Or to start at least. He asked his mother about it.
&he had faith. "It’s enough to start, Billy. And if you want 
to go enough, you can always work part-time, anyone who really wants 
to go to college can work his way through."
The idea sprouted and in the fall Bill had matriculated at State. 
He was appalled the first day. Forty dollars for tuition, sixty dol­
lars left. He’d have to get a job and soon. Mcnrbo one of the erro- 
cery stores. But the grocery stores had their own full-time help 
then. They didn’t need him. Maybe a eas station. F~* ^ot a job at 
the little Co-Op Station four blocks off the campus. A greasy little 
station, run by a little Pole, but close enough to the campus to ^et 
the college trade. He worked from six to midnight for fifty dollars 
a fflonth and stayed at a little boarding house across the street. Ke 
decided on Electrical Engineering--he’d always liked to tinker around 
with gadgets like that. It was a week before he saw Joe. Then one 
&ight he saw the maroon car slide down the street and stop at his pum]
"Bill, what the hell are you doing up here?"
"Going to  s c h o o l . "
"Well, here’s to the home town boys. What are you taking?"
" E l e c t r i c a l  e n g i n e e r i n g . "
Joe laughed. "Yeah? Well, now me, I ’m  majoring in extra-curri-
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cular activities for a while* Boy, is^’t this the place though?
Give me five, Bill, and check the tirfes."
"Sure."
Joe got out of the car to let off steam;
"Guess what Bill? I pledged Beta. Frett^ swell, huh""
"Sure5 congratulations, Joe."
What in the devil was Beta, Bill wondered. Ke screwed on the 
gas cap, took the money and said, "Thanks," as Joe drove away.
Often he wondered if it were worth it, getting up at seven to 
get to classes, driving himself, going down with his head bent, not 
daring to look up, knowing he would know no one, afraid they wouldn’t 
speak to him if he did, going to work, polishing windshields, feeling 
the smell of the gas go up his nose into his lungs, nauseating him so 
that sometimes he scarcely dared to eat. Then home about midnight, 
too tired to study, to leave to natural intelligence what he hadn’t 
had time to read before six. So this was college! College was a 
place where you drove around in cars, studied till you’d had enough, 
went to dances, went to football games and sang the State songs. His 
was a different kind of college, the kind they never told about in the 
bulletins.
Sometimes on week-nights, when the business was slow, he’d drop 
into the lunch counter next door for a cup of coffee. That’s where’ 
he’d met Virginia. Virginia aune, the little blonde Norwegian girl 
that had the late shift. Virginia was sympathetic and a little more 
his speed.
’Hello, Virginia."
"Hi, Bill. Cup a coffee?"
"Yeah. Getting cold out there at night now."
"How’d things go today? Pass all your tests9"
"Oh, sure, Virginia, sure. You know re, bright boy Number 1."
He could even be gay and banter a little with Virginia.
He saw Joe on the campus sometimes, dashing here laughing, hat­
less, always with a bunch of Betas. He found out who the Betas were, 
they ran the campus, someone said. Bill often wondered what fratern­
ities were like--wondered sometimes if they meant just going with the 
"brothers." He never saw Joe without a group of the brother Betas.
A charmed cult, soft of. They were in the Student Store, had their 
own dances, always came to the station in groups, just Betas', went out 
together at night. All like Joe, big, happy, plenty of money and lots 
of brass.
Lots of brass! Someday he’d show them--someday he’d have lots 
of money too and sport around in a big convertible. He’d see Joe and 
Yell, "Hi, Joe!" just like he was one of the boys.
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He worked all that summer at the station, went to summer school 
and worked too, with a steady sort of a drive that surprised even him­
self. It was quiet around that summer, things loosened up sort-of.
Onee in a while he even found time to take Virginia to a late show on 
Saturday nights. That Virginia was all right! Pretty too, darned 
pretty, in fact, she could hold her own with any of the sorority girls 
if she had the clothes. Virginia seemed to think he was all right toe, 
thought he was pretty ambitious to be working his way through school like he was.
The old crowd came back in the fall* Joe dropped around once in 
a while for service with the boys, more cock-sure than ever.
"Still plugging away at it, Bill?"
"Still plugging away, I guess." Bill' grinned sheepishly. Gosh, 
when he stopped to think of it, he was a cuarter ahead of Joe in schoo] right now*
The Betas managed well that year. Got their candidates in for 
the top offices. Joe was working his way up too, he was a "big shot" 
now. V*ent out of his way to speak to everybody. °till went around 
with just Betas but seemed to be making it e hobby to pick up ae many 
speaking acquaintances as he could. Well, it brought results, he was 
elected President of the Junior Class in the spring. Things like that 
didn’t matter much to Bill, really, because he never stayed around the 
campus enough to get the feel of things. But he noticed how the under­
classmen looked whenever one of the "big shots" wont by. Looked up at 
thorn with kind of a shine in their faces as if they were God or some­
thing. And the big shots responded as a bee takes to honey. Met 
everyone with a sort of a "Hi, fellow," attitude, always busy, always 
rushing to meetings, always late for dates, as if they were running 
the universe and the universe was their apple.
The Betas took to slumming the next winter. Seemed to be getting 
the tired-of-it-all’ attitude, tired of the night clubs downtown, 
tired of the glamour girls. They never seemed to do things singly, it 
was always a mass movement. Joe stopped more frequently at the station 
now, as if he were getting the feel of the people, stopping to talk to 
Bill as he filled up the tank and checked the tires. One night Joe 
and two other Betas drove up to the station.
"hi, fellow, haven’t seen you around lately."
"I’m pretty busy, Joe."
"Yeah, sure. Still plugging away, huh?"
"Yeah, still plugging away."
One of the fellows in the car got out.
"Joes, are you guys as hungry as I am? Lot*? po aero?? the street 
Por a hamburger. Or is that a lunch counter?”
M  They parked the car at the side of the station and trooped over, 
"ill watched them through the window— Virginia was on shift— saw them
talking and laughing with her. He sav; Joe try to greb her hrnd a? she 
put the hamburgers on the counter. In about three-ruarters of an hour, 
they came back to the car. Bill heard them talking.
"bay, not bad, not baaaad. Funny what you can find in out-of-the- 
way plaoes."
"What’d she say her name was?"
"Say, I might take her out one of these nights. Looks like a 
deal for sure."
Bill was silent, stacking up the quart cans of oil in neat piles 
inside the station.
The next night the convertible was back, but in front of the lunch 
counter. It was Joe alone, stopping in for a hamburger, when he left, 
Bill managed to slip over for a cup of coffee.
"Listen, Virginia. I ’d give that guy the cold shoulder if I were
you."
"Whatsa matter smarty, jealous?"
"Virginia, don’t be that way. He’s out for what he can get, that
guy."
"Don’t tell me what to do. He’s a big shot and he’s a Beta down 
at school. And I ’m meeting him after work."
Bill walked out of the counter with his ha no’s clenched.
He saw Joe around a lot after that. Paw hi™ drive up about mid­
night waiting for Virginia. Not that it was anv of hi*3 business. He 
couldn’t afford to get mixed up with any girl yet but it was a damned 
shame, that’s what it was. He could not talk to Virginia anymore, he 
couldn’t feel 3ike he had once around her--she was getting a little 
too puffed up for her own good--putting on airs, and acting snooty.
One night late in spring, Joe stopped at the pump for gas.
"Five gallons, Bill." He jerked his thumb toward the lunch count­
er. "Cute little dish, isn’t she?”
’’a darned nice girl, Joe. Or was, that is."
Joe laughed. "Whatsa matter, brother? Got a finger on her your­
self?”
"No, but Virginia’s not that kind of a girl, that’s all."
Joe cooked eyebrow. "Isn’t she?" he asked, and roared out of 
the station to park in front of the counter. Oh, damn these guys who 
had everything— who grabbed with both hands, who could grab even emo-  ̂
tions and give back nothing but a little reflected glory and hard casn.
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The next week Virginia did not come to work at all. That week­
end the familiar convertible slid into the station. Joe looked dif­
ferent, a little harried.
"Hi, fellow."
"Hi, Joe."
"Bill— you know that Virginia. She’s got me in a devil of a moss,"
"Well, what are you going to do about it9"
"I dunno. When the old man finds out, there’ll be hell to pay.”
"What else are you going to do about it°"
"If that were only all. I got a warning from the Dean this morn­
ing about my grades. What would the Betas say if this got out9"
He hadn’t seen either Joe nor Virginia after that. He supposed 
Joe’d settled with cash like he always did. He, himself, had grad­
uated that spring and had gone directly into the army.
********
The foliage was lush and green beneath his feet on the trek back 
to headquarters. He walked slowly, thoughtfully, digesting thoughts 
that crowded up into his mind. Joe, the big shot, way out here, a 
little G.I. corporal, one unit in millions. V/ell, he didn’t have 
what it took to be an officer, they’d probably found that out. When 
he had first been commissioned, he’d liked to see them salute him, 
stand at attention and hear that respectful "yes sir." But that was 
a million years ago. Now he felt almost regretful sometimes when some 
little non-com straightened up and came to attention. He knew a lot 
of them were far finer than himself. But Joe, well, Joe deserved what 
he was. He’d had the chances certainly.
The air in the hut was still hot with a muggy dampness but sur­
charged with a voltage of electric tension.
"What’s up, sir?" he asked the Colonel.
"General alarm," the Colonel snapped. "Get to your position."
The staff was calm, doing with a precision every preparation as 
if it were an old story.
The planes came over in twenty-five minutes, flying in beautiful 
formation, wiping the slate clean for the lending barges in the dis­
tance. The first bomb fell and the hut rocked in the concussion. Bill 
saw the fighters swarm up from the runway and rain the air, saw them 
dart in and out among the bombers like terriors after bloodhounds. The 
bombs were falling fast now, falling in well-directed paths along the 
shorelines where the batteries would be. **t two minute intervals the 
reports came in.
"Battery One reporting--Battery Two reporting--Battery Five dir­
ect hit , sir."
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The landing barges came in closer; their men were disembarking 
to the north and east where the fire had slackened.
The Colonel snatched at the telephone.
"Get those guns to working,” he yelled. "What the hell do you 
think this is, a tea-party?” He jiggled the receiver. It was dead.
”What in God’s name is the matter with them?” he yelled. ”Cut 
off now. Someone’ll have to go out*”
”1 know the positions, sir.” Bill was quiet, ”I ’ll go.” He ran 
across the clearing, zig-zagging, dodging, weaving, falling into the 
dugouts when a bomb sounded close.
There was only one man working the machine gun at the first sta­
tion. The second was shot away. At the third, the little weasel­
faced private was dead, and the sergeant lay among the leaves, groan­
ing. Joe was manning the gun.
He turned quickly as he heard the footsteps and looked up. His 
face was a graph of emotions.
”Hi, fellow. Much ammunition left?”
’’Sixty rounds, sir. Enough for a while.”
’’Good. I ’ll feed.”
He fed the rounds automatic&lly while Joe fired. They did not 
think about their actions, either of them, they were robots, trained 
in the primeval art of battle, *>t the fiftieth round, the gun jammed. 
They worked furiously for precious minutes, knocking it down and then 
fired the last ten rounds.
The enemy was coming in through the waves now, strafing the shore­
line, red tinged behind the glow of the protecting fire from their 
barges. Their aim was getting better, they could spot the flashes 
from the machine guns on the shore.
Joe fell over backwards and groaned.
"This is it.”
face was drawn and surprised as if he’d been caught in some­
thing and wondered why. Bill crawled over to him and looked down in 
This was Joe, the kid from home, dying like a gopher on a 
lik *uound of dirt. Joe, the big shot, his face slack and puckered 
6 a kittle kid ready to cry. Funny, he hadn't known it before.
°e hasn't really a big-shot, just a big, lumbering kid, who’d fed his 
go because he’d known all his weaknesses, who’d been a big-shot be- 
use he could never bo anything else.
"Bill— "
"Yes, Joe.”
"Tell them at home--”
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"Sure kid, sure. .I'll tell them you wiped out a whole landing 
force. .I'll tell them what a big-shot you were*"
He eased the head into the leaves and began to crawl out of the 
dugout•
*  *  sf: *  *  *  *  *
FOX HOLE
Don't mock at me. You have no right 
to scorn and knowing looks, not you.
You're dead. You face again no foe 
with cotton in your mouth
and quivering jelly where your guts should go. 
Don't smirk at me. You braved it thru 
but now you're dead. You lost your licrht.
Don't stare at me. accusing light 
from glazing eyeballs grills re thru.
You're dead, now be forgotten. Go 
and take your skeptic mouth 
along. Cease censure, cynic foe.
Don't sneer at me. ^ ghostly jester, you, 
to drive me mad 1 You have no right!
Righteous but unjust, to me you say 
the coward's life is only soul's decay.
You force me out to die a hero's death. 
a  hero, you, but dead. I still have breath 
to curse your critic glance. I will not fight 
a dead man's mockery. You have the right.
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